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From the Pen of the First Teacher…
Dear Students, Parents, Guardians and Stakeholders
Accept my unfeigned wishes and greetings!
Defining excellence is a voluminous task, a task that stands in the need of someone who
really works hard. One can portray the actuality of excellence only by inhabiting hard
work and dedication within oneself. There are numerous who accentuate perfection, but
very few know that perfection can only be achieved by excellence.
The GDGPS, Patna Fraternity completely rhymes with the above stated thought and
everyone tries his/her level best to align the efforts with excellence. I, as the Principal,
enjoy utmost delectation and take immense pride in being associated with a crew of such
scholars and staff who just envision the development of the institution. Their positive
approach and sheer dedication is what makes me confident that soon GDGPS, Patna shall
surface as a pioneer in the field of education, not only in the city but also beyond it.
The new academic session (2021-22) commenced with new hopes, hopes to see our children
back in the campus, hopes to have the classrooms full again and many such similar hopes.
Unfortunately, things didn’t go as expected and the country was clutched in the shackles of
lockdown. With heavy hearts yet not letting our confidence shake, we decided to move
ahead with the new made companion, the Online Teaching, and today I feel really happy
as I sight that we are almost about to reach the midway of the session. We successfully
finished the Periodic Test-1 successfully and are now cruising towards the Mid Term
assessments to achieve the set academic target. A lot of hard work and dedication is
required from the scholars to match the requirements of the defined aim and I am pretty
confident on my team’s competencies.
Where academics went on smoothly in the month of June, so did the activities. Various
activities were conducted across the grades along with academics as GDGPS, Patna
believes in the proportionate blend of academics and activities.
With the aforementioned words, I put forward the newsletter, IMPRINT-June 2021.
Enjoy Reading!
Stay strong!
Stay safe!
Madhukar Jha
Principal

HERE COMES MARCH, LET’S BEGIN OUR MARCH!
Literature is not just prose and poetry; it is beyond that!
It’s the mirror of the society; it’s a way of living life.
Literature gives you the ability to imagine, imagine about something that might be nonexistent for the world, but for your satisfaction it does exist! It helps achieve the sense of
satisfaction even when the supplies are nought!
Live with literature, grow with the same!

On completion of the poem ‘Written in March’, the students of Grade 5 participated in an
online activity during their English periods on 17.06.2021 where the students were asked to
make a calendar of March and decorate it. The exemplary exhibits of the students left all
mesmerized. Beautiful and artistic pieces were shared by the students. The happy and
smiling faces observed as the kids presented their pieces during the classes ensured that
they truly enjoyed the activity.

FATHERS ARE THE WORLD!
A father is the one friend upon whom we can always rely. In the hour of need, when all
else fails, we remember him upon whose knees we sat when children, and who soothed
our sorrows; and even though he may be not be able to assist us, his mere presence
serves to comfort and strengthen us.
To mark the importance of fathers in our lives, the students of Grades Nursery, KG and 1
celebrated Father’s Day on 18.06.2021. The students were asked to make handmade cards
for their fathers. The sight of the young toddlers presenting the beautiful creations to their
fathers was just so calming. The activity was a great success and the students enjoyed a lot.
.

WE STAND VICTORIOUS!
Examinations are not just assessments; they are more like festivals in the lives of the
students. They vision, prepare, appear and wait!
They vision for a good performance!
They prepare day and night!

They appear in the examination with full confidence!
They wait for the results!
The PT 1 at GDGPS, Patna was conducted smoothly in the month of May, 2021 and the
results were waited anxiously by the students. Finally the PT 1 results were declared on
25.01.2021 and majority students performed meritoriously. We congratulate them and wish
them luck for the upcoming examinations.

YOGA: THE PATH LEADING TO TRANQUILITY
Yoga is as bright as fire, which once lit will never blow out. The more you practice, the
brighter will be your flame. Yoga is the ultimate way to embrace calmness. It
simultaneously stimulates our inner light and soothes our overactive minds. It is both
energy and rest. We feel the burn and find our bliss.

Finding the exigency of Yoga in today’s world, the International Yoga Day was virtually
celebrated by the students across Grades Nursery to Plus 2 on 21.06.2021 . The students
were guided by the H/PE Department and they performed various asanas. The importance
of Yoga and its benefits were shared with the students. The students were briefed about the
unfathomable benefits of various yogasanas and the role played by them in making life
worth living. The students too were quite excited to present the various yogic postures and
they participated with utmost zeal and ardor. Where yoga seemed to lose its might a few
years back, observing the young generation so conscious and enthused about yoga gives us
a hope that this heritage will soon revive and flourish.
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LET’S START A RECAP
Moving ahead is great, but moving ahead with the past is greater. Many opine that the
past should be forgotten, but one should not forget that the companionship of the past
serves as a sentinel cautioning against committing the same mistake. So, hold the hands
of the past, recap it and march forward!
Social Science is one just genre that houses the whole of the world with the past, the
present and the future. To be honest, calling Social Science a subject won’t be a
justifiable title, it’s not a subject, rather it’s the source of many other subjects!
To have the command over Social Science, one cannot imagine to forget the things
studied in the past, because what’s coming ahead will have a great camaraderie with the
previous details and one should remember the chronology.
The students of Grade 10 participated in an online activity called LET’S START A RECAP
in their Social Science periods on 28.06.2021. Understanding the merits of self-questioning,
the students were asked to prepare a kind of a questionnaire from the topic they had
studied. Each student asked questions to the class. This cycle was continued till all had
asked and answered. By this method, the students recapitulated the entire lesson and it
was ascertained that everyone had understood the topic well. The activity went on really
well and the students enjoyed it to the core.

HEALTHY FOOD: WE LOVE YOU
It is believed that the delicacy that goes great on the taste buds doesn’t actually go good
with the stomach!
On the contrary, the food tasting flat on the tongue, gives a healthy output to the body!
To make the students understand the eminence of eating healthy, the students of Grade 2
participated in an online activity called ‘FOOD FOR HEALTH’ during their EVS periods.
The children made an extravagant display of various fruits, dry fruits and vegetables
properly arranged in a basket/on a plate. The children talked about the importance of
eating healthy and also highlighted the nutritional significance of the fruits and vegetables.
Being in Grade 2, the fluency and confidence they portrayed in identifying the protective
food, body building food etc. was just astounding. Exuberant participation was noticed
from the students’ end and they enjoyed the activity a lot.

SCIENCE PRACTICALS WITHOUT LABORATORIES:
POSSIBLE!
Theories give the knowledge, what ascertains the long run of the knowledge is practical.
During the pandemic, when the school went online and physical classes were greeted by
a halt, the practical approach of science studies almost became impossible. Then
something called Olabs came to the rescue and made practical classes come back to life.
After the completion of the science chapters, the teachers make sure that the associated
experiments and practicals are shown to the students so that they have a better and a long
lasting understanding. The online platform called OLABS is used to conduct the practical
classes so that the students don’t remain aloof from the practical lessons even studying
from their inhabitation.
VOCABULATE YOUR VOCABULARY
Go through the below given words and try to use them in your writings.
•
•
•
•
•

Nescience
Gasconade
Vernal
Foozle
Concatenation

:
:
:
:
:

lack of knowledge; ignorance
extravagant boasting; boastful talk
of or relating to spring
play clumsily
a series of interconnected things or events

CHECK YOUR INTELLECT AT WORDS.
1. Which of the following is a synonym of ‘sublime’?
a. exotic

b. similar

c. noticeable

d. superb

2. Which of the following is a synonym of ‘acquaintance’?
a. familiarity

b. agreement

c. communication

d. confidence

3. Which of the following is a synonym of ‘nebulous’?
a. strange

b. unclear

c. specific

d. troubling

4. Which of the following is a synonym of ‘adequate’?
a. exclusive

b. open

c. enough

d. wet
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Marvels of Bihar

Mahabodhi Temple, one of the holiest sites of Buddhism, marking the spot of the Buddha’s
Enlightenment (Bodhi). It is located in Bodh Gaya (in Central Bihar state, North-Eastern
India) on the banks of the Niranjana River.
The Mahabodhi Temple is one of the oldest brick temples in India. The original structure,
later replaced, was built by the Mauryan emperor Ashoka (died c. 238 BCE), one of
Buddhism’s most important proselytes, to commemorate the Buddha’s Enlightenment.
The temple is 55 metres (180 feet) in height. Four towers, each identical to its central
counterpart but smaller in size and topped with an umbrella-like dome, adorn the corners
of the two-story structure. A shrine inside the temple holds a yellow sandstone statue of
the Buddha encased in glass. Its pyramidal shikhara (tower) comprises several layers
of niches, arch motifs, and fine engravings.
A descendant of the Bodhi tree under which the Buddha is said to have sat until he
attained enlightenment stands adjacent to the temple. Ashoka’s stone slab purporting to
mark the exact position where the Buddha sat is traditionally called the
Buddha’s vajrasana (literally “diamond throne” or “thunder seat”). Stone railings surround
the temple as well as the Bodhi tree. One of the most famous of Ashoka’s many pillars (on
which he had engraved his edicts and his understanding of religious doctrine) stands at the
southeast corner of the temple.

The 4.8-hectare (11.9-acre) complex also includes ancient shrines and modern structures
built by Buddhist devotees. It was recognized as a UNESCO World Heritage site in 2002.

